STEM Lecture/Workshop Series
February 21, and March 27, 2012

Funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation, the NOYCE Scholarship grant, and the National Institute for Mathematical and Biological Synthesis, this lecture and workshop series serves to support the VolsTeach program at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

February 21, 2012
4:45 - 6:45 p.m.

Barry Golden - Assistant Professor
*Theory and Practice in Teacher Education*
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Workshop: Instructional Strategies to Teach Global Climate Change

L & N STEM ACADEMY
401 Henley St
Knoxville, Tennessee

March 27, 2012
4:45 - 6:45 p.m.

Katherine Evans - Scientist
*Computational Earth Sciences*
Oak Ridge National Lab

Lecture: Using Computational Science to Understand Earth’s Climate

For more information please contact:
Dr. Susan Benner - 974-9598
sbenner@utk.edu

Dr. Susan Riechert - 974-6187
riechert@utk.edu